The Pioneer Bridge: A Long-Term, Non-Invasive, Esthetic Composite Bonded Bridge for the Replacement of Anterior Teeth
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Abstract

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the retentive strength of the Pioneer Resin Bonded Bridge design with no abutment teeth preparations in comparison to the standard Maryland Bridge design.

Materials and Methods: Sample Pioneer and Maryland Bridges were fabricated and tested with an Instron machine to evaluate the amount of Pound Force units necessary to cause bridge dislodgement. The Pioneer Bridges were fabricated with a zirconia framework and a porcelain fused to zirconia pontic. Then, Pioneer Bridges were locked to the teeth with micro hybrid composite while the Maryland bridges were cemented with Panavia.

Results: The Pioneer Bridges showed 4.0-fold higher retentive strength as compared to the Maryland Bridges tested in this study.

Conclusion: This study provides evidence indicating that Pioneer Bridges may improve the current treatment for adolescent patients with congenitally missing lateral incisors for whom implants are not a viable option due to incomplete skeletal growth as well as a lower cost alternative for adult patients missing an anterior tooth who cannot afford an implant.

Clinical Implications: Esthetics are enhanced with Pioneer Bridges as compared to the Maryland Bridge, given the translucency of the former as compared to the metallic finish of the latter. Additionally, the Pioneer Bridge does not require that the adjacent incisors be damaged for anchoring purposes as is the case with the Maryland Bridge. Also, the Pioneer Bridge expands the age for which a bridge may be employed to adolescents, given that it is not permanently fixed and therefore can be removed with subsequent skeletal growth and replaced with a larger version of the same or an implant upon reaching adulthood. Finally, the cost of a Pioneer Bridge is expected to be significantly lower due to reduced clinician time owing to a lack of tooth preparation.
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Introduction

Previous studies have indicated a variety of both temporary and permanent solutions for the replacement of missing anterior teeth [1-3]. Specifically, various bonded bridge designs have been commonly used [4, 5]. The Maryland and Carolina Bridges are currently available as viable options; however, both designs have significant disadvantages [6-8]. The Maryland Bridge preparation requires tooth structure removal on the abutment teeth [7]. Clinicians can elect not to remove as much tooth structure; however, the lifespan of the bridge is significantly reduced [9, 10]. The recommendation for the fabrication of the Maryland Bridge is to carry the metal framework interproximally and add grooves to increase retention [11, 12]. In addition, the lingual wings on the...
abutment teeth have to be flush with the incisal edges to maximize coverage and retention [7]. Metal show through is often a consequence of this requirement, resulting in patient dissatisfaction with esthetics [13]. Finally, the Rochette bridge could offer an alternative; however, this bridge has only a moderate rate of success due to the low retention bridge design (i.e., multiple randomly placed perforations) and cement failure over time [9, 14, 15].

The Carolina Bridge is one of the recent innovations in bonded bridges intended to resolve the esthetic problems associated with the Maryland Bridge design [8]. It requires minimum interproximal reduction of abutment teeth; however, the technique requires flattening of the interproximal surfaces of the abutment teeth up to 5 mm incisal-gingival length to obtain adequate bonding for retention [8]. This bridge design consists of bonding a porcelain pontic to the adjacent teeth with microhybrid composite interproximally without relying on lingual stabilizing wings, as previously required by the Maryland Bridge [8]. However, the Carolina Bridge is prone to pontic dislodgement, in which case the clinician is required to recontour and restore the abutment teeth prior to installing an implant supported crown.

Due to the amount of tooth structure removal and esthetic concerns involved with the bridges discussed above, we created a novel bridge design requiring little to no tooth structure removal with improved esthetics as well as solid longevity. This bonded bridge design is termed the “Pioneer Bridge.” The technique has been utilized by our corresponding author, Dr. Joel Janis, DDS for 30 years on patients in private practice and at the University of the Pacific Dental School Clinic, with an average lifespan of approximately 20 years (personal observation).

The initial design of the Pioneer Bridge was constructed with a metal framework to which a porcelain pontic was fused. In it, the metal framework covers the lingual surface excluding the incisal third of abutment teeth to prevent metal show-through on the translucent incisal edge of the abutment teeth. Due to the unique retentive features of the Pioneer Bridge, lingual surfaces of the wings do not need to extend to the incisal edge. In addition, the metal framework of the pontic is kept to the lingual surface while being covered with porcelain facially and interproximally to keep the metal out of the esthetic zone. Zirconia material has become an alternative choice for the framework of the fixed prosthesis due to its durability, similarity in color to natural teeth and affordability [16-18]. The original BruxZir material is superior in strength, toughness, and ability to tolerate stress and abuse compared to the new translucent zirconia formulations [19]. Therefore, the material of choice for the Pioneer Bridge in this study is the original formula of zirconia, “The Original BruxZir.” Note that while conventional zirconia has reduced transmission light, we overcome this issue by increasing the time of light curing.

The Pioneer Bridge technique can be utilized for the replacement of an anterior tooth. While the mandibular second premolar is the tooth most affected by agenesis, it is followed by the maxillary lateral incisor and the maxillary second premolar as the second most common missing teeth [20]. This design is a viable treatment option for adolescent patients with congenitally missing lateral incisors, allowing for minimal tooth structure removal on abutment teeth. Since implant placement is not indicated until the cessation of skeletal growth [21]. The Pioneer Bridge can be placed during the growth period to maintain the esthetics and the space for future implant placement.

Materials and Methods

Human studies have been approved by the University of Utah Institutional Review Board on September 26th 2017 under the number IRB_00105630. Teeth used in this study were selected based upon the following criteria: no existing restorations, void of fractures, no caries, and sound root structure. The mesiodistal width of the maxillary central incisors and maxillary canines were confined to 8-10 mm and 10-12 mm, respectively. Roots were notched 1 mm axially with an offset placement. Extracted teeth were mounted in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) material instead of traditional stone to give improved strength and prevent dislodgement of the teeth during the testing process. We created cingulum rest preparations using a #2 round in mounted teeth. Next, teeth with preparations were sent to Arrowhead Dental Laboratory (Sandy, UT) for fabrication per investigator instructions, as detailed below.

Upon receiving the completed bridges from the dental laboratory, a framework try-in was completed prior to cementation. The following cementation process was performed: internal surfaces of the framework and proximal surfaces of the porcelain pontic were micro-etched with aluminum oxide (50 microns) for 5 seconds followed by porcelain etch using 9.6% hydrofluoric acid applied on the proximal surfaces of the pontic for 2 min then thoroughly washed and dried. Next, proximal surfaces of the etched porcelain were coated with silane (coupling agent) and dried. Finally, dentin primer/bonding agent (Peak Universal, Ultradent) was rubbed in for 10 seconds followed by air thinning for 10 seconds. Light was then cured on the internal surface of retention wings and proximal surfaces of the pontic for 20 seconds. The teeth were then cleansed with flour of pumice in a prophylaxis cup, washed and dried. Then, enamel on lingual and proximal surfaces of the abutment teeth was etched with 35% phosphoric acid (Ultra-etch) for 20 seconds, washed and dried. Next, primer/adhesive (Peak Universal) was rubbed in for 10 seconds followed by air thinning for 10 seconds and light cured for 20 seconds. Following this procedure, micro hybrid composite (Amelogen Plus, Ultradent), a commonly used restorative material, was placed on the internal surfaces of framework wings and proximal surfaces of the pontic.

The Pioneer Bridge was gradually seated completely by engaging the cingulum rests, excess composite was expressed along the entire periphery of the framework, through the retentive holes, and from the labial embrasures. Excess composite was then removed from the labial, incisal, lingual, and gingival embrasures. The labial surface of the porcelain pontic was light cured for 2 seconds to fix the prosthesis in place, which leaves the lingual composite uncured to allow for the same procedure that was completed for the labial surface. All surfaces of the composite beneath the framework were then polymerized with a 40 second light cure from each angle for zirconia frameworks. Panavia F2.0 (Kuraray America, Inc.) was used as per the manufacturer’s instructions for the cementation of the Maryland Bridges. Testing was then performed using orthodontic NiTi 0.017X0.025 wires looped beneath the connector areas and attached to Instron Material Testing Machine 4467 (Instron). Finally, bridge retentive strength was evaluated in Pound Force units with tensile test straight pull of 1 mm/minute lift.
Results

The design purpose of the Pioneer Bridge was to preserve tooth structure on the abutment teeth and to prolong the lifespan of the bonded bridge, until the patient has completed skeletal growth and/or can afford an implant retained esthetic crown [21, 22]. The unique design features of the Pioneer Bridge, as shown in Fig.1A-B, include 1) interproximal bonding of etched porcelain to etched enamel, 2) 45° beveled edges on the periphery of the retentive wings to enhance prosthetic seating by locking wings in position to gain maximum retention (Figure 1B). In addition, rest seats on abutment teeth prevent over seating of the bridge and preserve tooth structure with minimum tooth preparation in the enamel only. Micro etching the intaglio or internal surfaces of the retentive wings enhances a micromechanical bond. The location of the retentive holes must avoid the rest seat area as seen in Figure 1B.

The zirconia frameworks were designed using CAD/CAM technology and illustrated in Figure 1C-H. One maxillary central incisor and one maxillary canine were paired and mounted in poly methyl methacrylate material. The mounted casts were scanned prior to framework fabrication. The design of the zirconia framework follows the design features mentioned previously and requires porcelain (e.g., EMAX Ceram) fused to the zirconia to create a pontic that is both esthetically pleasing and allows optimal bond strength interproximally.

If cast metal is used for the framework, porcelain is fused to the pontic area and the metal framework is kept on the lingual surface to avoid metal showing through the abutment teeth. Figure 2A-B and Figure 2C-D illustrate two clinical cases of before and after treatment. By avoiding the incisal third and by having no metal placed interproximally, the metal framework has an improved esthetic result in comparison to the traditional Maryland Bridge, which requires bringing the metal (i.e., a non-precious dental alloy) interproximally for additional retention [23-25]. The illustrated cases consist of adolescent patients with congenitally missing maxillary lateral incisors that are replaced with a Pioneer Bridge to allow the option of an implant after the cessation of skeletal growth. Figure 2E provides an incisal view of bilateral bridges with metal framework that were placed for the replacement of missing maxillary lateral incisors. Patients were pleased with the esthetic outcome with the metal framework bridge. With the advances of today's dental materials [4, 11] zirconia is used as the framework for the Pioneer Bridge and is recommended.

In order to quantify the debonding strength of the Pioneer Bridge and to compare the strength to the traditional cemented bridge design (i.e., the Maryland Bridge), extracted teeth were used for the fabrication of the bridges. Central incisors and canines were selected as abutment teeth. Three notches on the mesial and distal root surfaces were offset and 1 mm depth axially as seen in Figure 3A-B. To standardize the arch form and the pontic space, a suck down stent was fabricated from a Kilgore typodont (Cat# D95S-DP-200, Kilgore International Inc., Coldwater, MI), as shown in Figure 3C-D. A strip of bead wax was placed along the incisal edges of the internal surfaces of the stent to hold the paired central incisors and canines in place and to avoid shifting of the teeth during the mounting process. Poly methyl methacrylate was used to mount the teeth in the casts. Mounted teeth were scanned and bridges were fabricated. The Pioneer Bridge was bonded with Amelogen Plus micro hybrid composite. The Maryland Bridge was cemented with Panavia F2.0, as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The retentive strength of the bridges was tested with...
the Instron testing machine 4467 (Figure 3E). Orthodontic NiTi 0.017X0.025 wires were looped beneath the connector areas (Figure 3G). Bridge retentive strength was evaluated in Pound Force units with tensile test straight pull of 1 mm/minute lift (Figure 3F). The degree of fracture was evaluated through the Instron computer readout. The Maryland Bridges dislodged at an average of 33.2 Pound Force as seen in Figure 3H. The retentive strength of the Pioneer Bridge’s was at an average of 132.4 Pound Force (Figure 3H) which is 4.0-fold higher than that of the Maryland Bridge. Abutment teeth fractured simultaneously with debonding of the Pioneer Bridges. Conversely, the Maryland Bridges were debonded without tooth fracture.

Discussion

For patients with congenitally missing lateral incisors, implants cannot be placed until cessation of skeletal growth [21]. Alternatively, fixed bonded bridges can be placed if the space is sufficient [7]. If the patient is going to undergo orthodontic treatment, then proper space maintenance is indicated [26, 27]; however, the Pioneer Bridges can be utilized during adolescence. If the patient requires orthodontic treatment, coordination with the orthodontist is helpful to ensure incisal clearance is 1 mm to allow for proper framework thickness and that there is adequate mesial distal space for an esthetic pontic. If there is less than 1 mm of incisal clearance, minor tooth movement is indicated as opposed to removal of enamel.

Initially this bonded bridge was designed using a porcelain fused to metal pontic and a metal framework. Now, zirconia frameworks have similar strength with several advantages [28-31]. For instance, light curing can pass through the zirconia material [32, 35]. Zirconia is tooth colored allowing for improved esthetics without possible metal show-through [36-39]. Porcelain can be fused to micro etched zirconia for good pontic esthetics [40]. In addition, porcelain can be etched interproximally to achieve a stronger bond to the interproximal enamel [41]. It is crucial that the original material is used in this technique as opposed to the
newer translucent zirconia products which are not comparable in strength [16, 18].

During fabrication, it is advantageous if the laboratory can complete the countersunk holes and place a 45º bevel around the wing periphery, as chairside preparation is costly and time consuming due to material hardness. A traditional PVS final impression with a bite registration is taken to send to the dental laboratory. With respect to the lingual cingulum stop preparation, this may not be necessary if a deep fossa is present on the lingual surface of the abutment teeth. The purpose of the lingual cingulum stop preparation is to prevent over seating of the bridge during the bonding process. Based on clinical experience, we can anticipate the Pioneer Bridge will be durable in comparison to other types of bonded bridges.
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